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I am an ankylosaurus. Look through my eyes and see what I see. A mother ankylosaurus lays her

eggs and must protect them from fierce predators. She swings her tail powerfully. Bone smashes

bone. Can anything get by this armored beast? Follow an ankylosaurus as she goes about her day

and learn what life was like in the prehistoric age.
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We took this one out of the library so many times we finally decided to just buy it. Makes dinosaurs

seem alive and lifelike without being too scary, which is just what my little guy wants. Too many

dinosaur books and toys are all about the scariness of the predators, which frightens some kids,

especially if read at bedtime. Others make them cutesy and cuddly, which I'm pretty sure they were

not! This one is nice, but not boring (there is a predator attack, it is just not made to be too gory or

scary), and the pictures are lovely, too.

This colorful, imaginative book is a wonderfully creative work for young dinosaur admirers. My son is

passionate about dinosaurs and loves this book. It is often his first choice for bedtime reading. The

author and illustrator are well-matched and provide fast moving text, vivid pictures and a story line

that a child can relate to and let his imagination run wild with, "I am an Ankylosaurus. Look into my

eyes and see what I see...."
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